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III. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF MODULES 

23 . Several arithmetical terms are- used in connection with 
modules suggesting an analogy between the properties of polynomials 
and the properties of natural numbers. Two modules have a G.C.M., 

an L.C.M., a product, and a residual (integral quotient); but no sum 
or difference. Also a prime module answers to a prime number and a 
primary module to a power of a prime number. Such terms must not 
be used for making deductions by analogy. 

Definitions. Any member F of a module M is said to contain M. 
Also the module (F) contains M. It is immaterial in this statement 
as in many others whether we regard F as a polynomial or a module. 
The term contains is used as an extension and generalisation of the 
phrase is divisible by. 

More generally a module M is said to contain another M' if every 
member of M contains M'; and this will be the case if every member 
of the basis of M contains M\ Thus (Fu F2, ..., Fk) contains 
(F1} F2, ..., Fjc + i), and a module becomes less by adding new members 
to it. 

If M contains M' and M' contains M we say that M, M' are the 
same module, or M= M'. 

If M contains M' the spread of M contains the spread of M\ but 
the converse is not true in general. 

If in a given finite or infinite set of modules there is one which is 
contained in every other one, that one is called the least module of the 
set; or if there is one which contains every other one, that one is 
called the greatest module of the set. Two modules cannot be com
pared as to greater or less unless one contains the other. 

There is a module which is contained in all modules, the unit 
module (1). Also (0) may be conceived of as a module which contains 
all modules ; but it seldom comes into consideration and will not be 
mentioned again. These two modules are called non-proper modules, 
and all others are proper modules. In general by a module a proper 
module is to be understood. 

The G.C.M. of k given modules Ml9 M2, • ••, Mk is the greatest of all 
modules M contained in M1 and M2... and M^, and is denoted by 
(Mu M2y ..., Mk). In order that M may be contained in each of 
Ml9 M2y ..., 3fk, or that each of Ml9 M2, •-., Mh may contain M, it is 
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necessary and sufficient that all the members of the bases of 31l9 M29 

..., Mk should contain M; hence the module whose basis consists of all 
these members contains all the modules 319 and is at the same time 
one of the modules M. It is therefore the greatest of all the modules 
M and the G.C.M. of Ml9 M29 ..., Mk. The notation (Ml9M29..., Mk) 
agrees with the notation (Fl9F29 ..., Fk)9 since the latter is the G.C.M. of 
Fl9 F2,..., Fk regarded as modules. 

The L.C.M. of Ml9 M2, ..., Mk is the least of all modules Mcontain
ing MY and M2... and 31k9 and is denoted by [31l9 M2, ..., Mk~\. Its 
members consist of all polynomials which contain Mx and M2... and 
31k; for the basis of any module 31 containing M1 and M2... and Mk 

must consist of a certain number of such polynomials, and the whole 
aggregate of such polynomials constitutes a module M which is the 
least of all the modules 31 

The product of Ml9 M29 ..., Mk is the module whose basis consists 
of all products FYF2... Fk, where Fi is any member of the basis of 
Mi (i = l, 2,...,£). The product is denoted by MJSI2...Mk, and is 
evidently a definite module independent of what bases may be chosen 
for Ml9 M2, ...931k. The product M1M2...31P contains the L.C.M. 

[31l9M29...9Mk]. 
The product of y modules each of which is the same module M 

is denoted by My and is called a power of 31. If P is the point 
(al9 a2i ...,an) the module (x 1 d \ , X2 Cl2, . •., Xn (Xn ) is denoted by 
P. If 0 is the origin the module 0 is (xu sc.2i ...,#M), and Oy is a 
module having for basis all power products of xl9 x29 ..., xn of degree y. 
A polynomial F9 or module 3I9 which contains Py is said to have a 
y-point at P. 

The residual (L, p. 49) of a given module 31' with respect to 
another Mis the least module whose product with M' contains i f and 
is denoted by M/M'. Its members consist of every polynomial whose 
product with each member separately of the basis of M' is a member 
of M\ for the basis of any module Avhose product with 31' contains 31 
must consist of a certain number of such polynomials, and the whole 
aggregate of such polynomials constitutes the least such module. 

In the case of the natural numbers the residual of m' with respect 
to m is the least number whose product with m' contains m, and is the 
quotient of m by the G.C.M. of m and m. It is the same to some 
extent with modules, viz. M/M' = M/(M, M')\ for if 31/31'= 31" then 
31" is the least module such that M'31" contains 31, and is therefore 
the least module such that (319M')M" contains 319 i.e. 31" = M/(M, 31). 
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Nevertheless 3f/(M9 M') is not called the quotient of M by (M9 31') 
because it is not true in general that the product of (M9M

f) and 
M/(M9 M') is M. 

If M9 M\ 31" are three modules such that M'M" contains M it is 
clear that 31' contains M/M" and M" contains M/M'. Since MM' 
contains 31, M contains M/M'. The module M/M' is a module con
tained in M having a special relation to M independently of what M' 
may be (§ 26 (i)). 

There is a least module which can be substituted for M' without 
changing M/M', viz. M/{M/M')9 §26 (ii). This module is contained 
in (M, M')9 for (M, M') can be substituted for M' without changing 
31/M', but is in general different from {M9 M'). 

24. Comment on the definitions. The non-proper unit 
module (1) has no spread. Conversely a module which has no spread 
is the module (1), since the complete resolvent is 1 and is a member of 
the module. The unit module is of importance from the fact that it 
often comes at the end of a series of modules derived by some process 
from a given module. 

(Ml3 M2, ..-,Mk) and [Ml93129 ..., 31k] obey the associative law 
[Ml9 M29 Ms] - [[31l9 M2], MB] = [Ml9 [M29 MB]]9 and the commutative 
law {Mu M2) = (M29 31,). Also {Ml9 M29 ..., Mk) obeys the distributive 
law M (Ml9 M2) =- (MMlt MM2); but [31l9 M29 ..., Mk] does not. 

Example. As an example of the last statement we have 

\X\ 5 X2J \\p6\ j &2 )i \&1 $2)\ — \p^\) *^2j \^1 &2} &1 *^2 J = V^l <^2j \f&l > $2/ > 

while [(^x, x2) (%i9 x2
2), (xl9 x2) {x1 x2J] = (x± x2) (xl9 x2). 

Given the bases of Ml9M29 ..., Mk9 M9 M' we know at once a 
basis for (Ml9 M29 ..., Mk) and for M1M2...Mk; but it may be 
extremely difficult to find a basis for [Ml9 M2, ..., Mk] or for M/M'. 
Hilbert (H, pp. 492-4, 517) has given a process for finding a basis of 
[Ml9 M29 ...9Mk]; and the same process can be applied for finding 
a basis for M/M'. This process is chiefly of theoretical value in so 
far as it has any value. 

We can have (i) MM' = MM"9 or M/M' = M/M", without M'=M"; 
(ii) M/M'= M" without M/M"= M'; (iii) M/M'= M" and M/M" =31' 
without M=M'M"; and (iv) M=M'M" without M/M' = M" or 
31/M" = 31'. 

Examples, (i) (xx, x2) (xl9 x2)
2 = (xl9 x2) (x-?9 xf)9 

\X\9 X2) /{Xl9 X2) = (#?!, X2) /{jVi , X2) j 
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(ii) (xY, x2)
s/(x1

2, x2
2) = (x1, x2), whi] e (x±, x2)

s/(x1, x2) = (xY, x2)-; 
(iii) Oi2, x2

2)/(xu x2) = (x1} x2)
2 and (x^, x2

2)/(x1, x2J = (atu x2), 
while (x^, xf) 4= (xu x2) (x1, x2)

2; 

(iv) (xL, x2y = (xf, ^ 2 #2, x£) (x?, xY x}, x2
3), 

while (#!, x2)
Ql(xi, x2 x2, x2

3) and (^1? x2)
6/(x1

s, xl x2
2, x2

3) are both 
equal to (#?i, #*2)

3. 

25 . The product of the G.O.M. a?z<i L.C.M. of two modules contains 
the 'product of the modules. 

Let 3I=(F1,F2, ..., J?i) and M'=(F1',F2', ...,F'V) be the two 
modules and let i ^ be any member of the basis of their L. C. M. Then, 
since FL = 0 mod M, F-FL = 0 mod MM'; and since FL = 0 mod M', 
FiFz = 0 mod MM'; i.e. the product of any member of the basis of 
(31, M') with any member of the basis of [3f, 31'] contains MM', or 
(M, M') [M, M'] contains MM'. 

When My M' have no point in common (31,31') = (1) and con
sequently [M,M'] contains MM', i.e. [31, 31'] = MM'. This case is 
proved by Konig (K, p. 356); although it is to be noticed that 
(M, 31') cannot be (1) in the case of modules of homogeneous poly
nomials. Thus the L.C.M. of any finite number of simple modules 
(§ 33) is the same as their product (Mo). 

26. The modules 31/3T and. M\(M/3T) are mutually residual 
with respect to M, i.e. each is the residual of the other with respect to M. 

Let 31/M'=-31" and M/(M/M') = 3T"\ then we have 31"' = 31/31", 
and we have to prove that 31" = M/31"\ Let M/3T" = Miy. Now 
M'M" contains M; therefore 31' contains M\M" or 31"'. Also 
31"M'" contains 31; therefore M" contains 31/M'" or 3P\ Again, 
since M' contains M'" (proved) and 3T"31iv contains 31, 3T31iv 

contains M, i.e. MiY contains M/31' or M". But M" contains 31{v 

(proved). Hence 31" = Miv = M/31'". 

Two results follow from this : 
(i) MjM' is a module contained in 31 of a particular type; for 

M/3T and its residual with respect to M are mutually residual with 
respect to M, and this is not true in general of any module contained 
in M and the residual module (Ex. ii, § 24). 

(ii) The least module ivhich can be substituted for 31' without 
changing M/31' is M/(31/M'). Let 31iY be any module such that 
MjMiv = MjM'; then the product of Miv and 31/31' contains M, and 
M'lY contains M/(31/M'). Also'M\'(31/31') is one of the modules 31iv; 
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for if M/(M/M') = M'" then M/M"' = M/M'^by the theorem. Hence 
MliMjM') is the least of the modules Miv which can be substituted 
for M' without changing M/M\ 

27. If M\ 31" are mutually residual with respect to any module 
they are mutually residual ivith respect to M'M". 

Suppose 31', 31" are mutually residual with respect to M. Then 
M'M" contains 31; and if M'3I"/M' = M"\ M'M'" contains M'M" 
which contains M; hence M'" contains M/M' or M". Also M" 
contains M'M"/M' or M'". Hence M" = M'" = M'M"/M'. Similarly 
M' = M'M"/M" (cf. statement iv, § 24). 

Any module M with respect to which M', M" are mutually 
residual contains \M\ M"] and is contained in M'M". 

28. If Mt Mu M2, ..., Mk are any modules\ then 
MfcMu 3I2, ..., Mk) = [M/Mu M/M2, . . , M/Mk], 

and [Mu3I2y..., Mk]/M= [MJM, 3I2/M, .., M./M]. 

For M/(MU3I2, ...,Mk) contains MjMt and therefore contains 
[M/Ml9M/M2, ..., M/Mk], Also Mt[M/Ml9 ..., M/Mk] contains 
Jtfi x Ml Mi which contains if; hence (Mu ...,Mk) [M/M^ ..., J!f/iferfc] 
contains if, and [itf/Jtfi, ..., M/Mk] contains M/(Mly ...,Mk). This 
proves the first part. 

Again [M1} ..., Mk]/M contains Mi/31 and therefore contains 
[MJM, ...,Mk/M]. Also MIMJM, ...,3Ik/M] contains Jf, and 
therefore contains [Mly ..., 3Ik]; hence [MJM, ..., Mk/M] contains 
[ilfu ...,Mk]IM. This proves the second part. 

29. Prime and Primary Modules. Definitions. A ^nm^ 
module is defined by the property that no product of two modules 
contains it without one of them containing it. 

A primary module is defined by the property that no product of 
two modules contains it without one of them containing it or both 
containing its spread. Hence if one does not contain the spread the 
other contains the module. 

Primary modules will be understood to include prime modules. 
Lasker introduced and defined the term primary (L, p. 51), though 

not in the same words as given here. The conception of a primary 
module is a fundamental one in the theory of modular systems. 

Any irreducible spread determines a prime module, viz. the module 
whose members consist of all polynomials containing the spread. That 
this module is prime follows from the fact that no product of two 

M. 3 
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polynomials can contain the spread without one of them containing 
it (§ 2i) and the module; and the same is true if for polynomials we 
write modules. 

If M = (Flf F2, ..., Fk) is the prime module of rank r determined 
by an irreducible spread of dimensions n-r, and if the origin be 
moved to a general point of the spread, the constant terms of 
Fl9 F2,'..., Fk will vanish, and the linear terms will be equivalent 
to r independent linear polynomials, i.e. the sub-determinants of 
order > r of the matrix 

I dJj d3 dJi » 

dj\ dF, ^d_F\ 
I dx-L* d%2' dxn I 

will vanish, while those of order r will not vanish, at the origin. This 
will be equally true for any general point of the spread without 
moving the origin to it. Any point of the spread for which the 
sub-determinants of order r of this matrix vanish is called a singular 
point of the spread, and the aggregate of such points the singular 
spread contained in the given spread. The singular spread (if any 
exists) is therefore the spread determined by Fl9 F2, ..., Fk and the 
sub-determinants of order r of the above matrix. 

If M=(FU F2, ..., Fk) is the L.C.M. of the prime modules deter
mined by any finite number of irreducible spreads of the same 
dimensions n - r, the same definition holds concerning singularities 
of the whole spread. In this case the singular spread consists of the 
intersections of all pairs of the irreducible spreads, together with all 
the singular spreads contained in the irreducible spreads considered 
individually. 

30. TIw spread of any prime or primary module is irreducible. 
For if not the complete ^-resolvent has at least two factors corre
sponding to two different irreducible spreads of the module neither of 
which contains the other, and is the product of two polynomials 
neither of which contains the whole spread of the module, i.e. the 
module is neither prime nor primary. 

31. There is only one prime module ivith a given (irreducible) 
spread, viz. the module whose members consist of all polynomials 
containing the spread. 
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Let M=(Fly F2, ..., Fk) be any prime module of rank r. It will 
be sufficient to prove that every polynomial which contains the spread 
of M contains the module M. The first complete partial ^-resolvent 
of M other than 1 will be a power Bu

m of an irreducible polynomial Bu 

Also the complete ^-resolvent is a member of 
(fuf2, •••>fk), §18, which is prime; and every factor except Bu

m is 
of too high rank to contain the spread of (f,f2, ••-,/&). Hence Bu

m, 
and therefore Bu itself, is a member of (f,f2) .-.,A)- Hence 
(Ru)x=u1x1+...+unxn is a member of 31, and also the whole coefficient of 
any power product of We have 
proved (§21) that 

(ftu)x-nlxl+...+una>n
:= '" + U ^ (Ul *Al + • • • + ^ r - i ^ r - i ) + Ur

d <j>, 

where ^ = x± <£' — fa, ..., i / ^ = xr-x fa - fa.-±. Hence fa,..., i/v-1, <£ are 
all members of M. 

Let F be any polynomial which contains the spread of M. In F 
put xx = <£i/</>', ̂ 2 = ^2/0', • •• J #V-i = <t>r-il<t>'', then î 7 becomes a rational 
function of xr, xr+u ..., xn of which the denominator is fa\ where I is 
the degree of F. This rational function vanishes for all points of the 
spread at which fa does not vanish, and its numerator is therefore 
divisible by fa We have then 

(fa fa 4V-1 \ X± 
\fa' fa> '"' fa ' r+1' '"' V "" <£"' 

where X i s a whole function of xr, xr+u ..., xn; i.e. 

or falF(x1 ,x2i ..., #M) = 0 mod (^, ..., t/v-i, <£) = 0 mod ill. 
Hence î 7 = 0 mod If, which proves the theorem. 

It follows that a module which is the L.C.M. of a finite number of 
prime modules, whether of the same rank or not, is uniquely deter
mined by its spread, and any polynomial containing the spread 
contains the module. 

32. If M is a 'primary module and M1 the prime module deter
mined by its spread some finite power of MY contains M. 

This theorem, in conjunction with Lasker's theorem (§ 39), is 
equivalent to the Hilbert-Netto theorem (§ 46). The proofs of the 
theorem by Lasker and Konig are both wrong. Lasker first assumes 
the theorem (L, p. 51) and then proves it (L, p. 56) ; and Konig 
makes an absurdly false assumption concerning divisibility (K, p. 399). 

3—2 
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By the same reasoning as in the last theorem it follows that Bu
m 

(but not Eu) is a member of (f, f2, ..., fk), and 
(Rum)x=ulxl+...+unxn = {...+ ur

d-1{u1^1 + ... + % - i ^ - 0 + ur
dcj>}m= 0 mod if. 

Picking out the coefficients of wr
dwl and ur

dm~mu1
m, we have 

<£m = 0 mod if, and ty1
m=X<t> mod i f ; .'. 1/^= 0 mod i f ; 

and similarly if/™ "=.... = 'A^l1= 0 mod if. Also if f̂  is any member of 

if1} then, by the last theorem, 

^jF7=Omod(^1,...,i/rr-i, *). 
Hence the product of any rm2 polynomials F and <j>'lrm2 is a member of 
( ^ i/,2 , ... ^ p <£w2) and of M, i.e. i f ^ ' contains M. 

3 3 . Definitions. If i f is a primary module and Mx the corre
sponding prime module the least number y such that MJ contains M 
is called the characteristic number of M. 

A simple module is a module containing one point only (Mo). For 
example, Oy=(xux2, ...,#W)Y is a simple module with characteristic 
number y. 

A module of homogeneous polynomials will be called an H-
module. A simple ff-module has the origin for its- spread; but a 
simple module having the origin for spread is not in general an H-
module. 

A simple module is primary. For if M is a simple module, and 
if', M" any two modules whose product contains M, of which Mf does 
not contain the spread of M, then (M, M') contains no point and is the 
module (1) ; but {M, M') M" contains i / , i.e. M" contains M\ hence 
M is primary. 

34. There is no higher limit to the number of members that may be 
required to constitute a basis of a prime module. This is not in conflict 
with Kronecker's statement, proved by Konig (K, p. 234), that there 
always exist n + 1 polynomials containing a given algebraic spread 
which have no point in common outside the spread. 

Example. Consider J / ( / - l ) straight lines through the origin 0 
in 3-dimensional space, not lying on any cone of order 1—2. Draw a 
cone of order I and a surface (not a cone) of order / through the 
^ 1(1—1) lines so as to intersect again in an irreducible curve of order 
^1(1+1) with \l(l-l) tangents at 0. Then no basis of the prime 
module determined by this curve can have less than I members, where 
I is a number which can be chosen as high as we please. 
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This can be proved by considering residuation on the cone. The 
original \ 1(1-1) generators have a residual on the cone of %l(l—l) 
generators, which again have a residual of \ 1(1-1) generators, of 
which / — 1 can be chosen at will. This last set of generators is residual 
to the irreducible curve and together they make the whole intersection 
of the cone with a surface of order I having an (7-l)-point at 0. 
Hence there are / surfaces of order I containing the irreducible curve 
which have an (I— 1)-point at 0 and in which the terms of degree I—I 
are linearly independent, while there is no surface containing the curve 
with less than an (I- l)-point at 0. The prime module determined 
by the curve must therefore have at least I members in its basis. The 
module has in fact a basis of / + 1 members, the I + 1 linearly inde
pendent surfaces of order I containing it (including the cone); and 
these can be reduced to I members. 

In the case n = 2 the curve is an ordinary space cubic determining 
a prime module 

C/i j A, fz) = (vw' — v'w, wu' ~" w'Wj uv - u'v), 
where u, v, w, u, v, w are linear. The basis of three members can be 
reduced to two/i —a/2,/i — bf3 provided constants a, b, A, A' and linear 
functions a, (3 can be chosen so that 

or (1 - a -p)fx + aaf2 + b(3fs = 0, 

or 1 - a - fi = Xic + A.V, aa = \v + X'vf, bft = \w + X'tv'; 
and this can be done. 

35 . The L.C.M. of any number of primary modules ivith the same 
spread is a primary module with the same spread. 

Let Ml9 M2, ..., Mk be primary modules with the same spread, and 
let M be their L.C.M. Then M has the same irreducible spread, since 
the product, which contains the L.C.M., has the same spread. Also if 
the product M'M" contains M, and M' does not contain the spread, 
then M" contains MY and 3f2 ••• and Mk, i.e. M" contains M. Hence 
• M\& primary. The G.C.M. is not primary in general. 

36 . If M is primary and M' is any module not containing M 
then MjM' is primary and has the same spread as M. 

Let MjM' = M". Then since M'M" contains M, and M' does not 
contain M9 M" contains the spread of M. Also M contains M"; hence 
M" has the same spread as 3£ Also if M^l2 contains M" then 
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M'MiM2contains MM" which contains M; and if MY does not contain 
the spread of M (that is of M") M'M2 contains M, and M2 contains 
M\M' or M"\ i.e. M" is primary. 

37. Hilbert's Theorem (H, p. 474). If F1} F2, Fs, ... is an 
infinite series of homogeneous polynomials there exists a finite number 
k such that Fh = 0 mod (F1} F2, ...,Fk) ivhen h> k. 

The following proof is substantially Konig's (K, p. 362). It must 
be clearly understood that Fl9 F2,FS, ... are given in a definite order. 
In the case of a single variable the series Fl9 F2, F3, ... consists of 
powers of the variable, and if Fk is the least power then Fh = 0 mod Fk 

when h > k. Hence the theorem is true in this case. We shall assume 
it for n — 1 variables and prove it for n variables. 

The series Fi,F2\F%, ... is called a modified form of the series 
Fl9 F2, Fs, ...if F^F, and 2*7=.^ mod (FUF» . . . ,^_i) for* >1 . 
Thus the modules (Fu F2, ..., Ft) and (F±, F2, ..., F-) are the same. 
The theorem will be proved if we show that the series Fi, F2\ ... can 
be so chosen that all its terms after a certain finite number become 
zero. We assume that F± is regular in xn, and we choose the modified 
series so that each of its terms F{ after the first is of as low degree as 
possible in xn, and therefore of lower degree in xn than Fi. The terms 
of the series Fi, F2, ... of degree zero in xn will be polynomials in 
xu x2, ..., %n-x and these can be modified so that all after a certain 
finite number become zero, since the theorem is assumed true for n — 1 
variables. Let F'h, F\2, F\, ... be all the terms of Fi, F2, F3', ..., 
taken in order, which are of one and the same degree l> 0 in xn; and 
let f'ivf'i.2> ••• be the whole coefficients of xn

l in them. Then 
fiif'hyf'hi-- a r e polynomials in n—1 variables; and we cannot 

have / ' i i = 0 m o d ( / \ , / / j 2 , . . . J Y i ) f o r a n ^ v a l u e o f ^ f o r ^ 
f \ = AJ\ + A2f'l2 + ... + A^ f\_v then F\i-A1F\1 - . . . -A^ F\i_i 

is of less degree than I in xn, which cannot be. Hence the number of 
the polynomials f'i1,f

,i2, ••-, or the number of terms F\v F'i2, ... in 
the series Fi, F2, ..., is finite. And the number of values of I is 
also finite, the greatest value of I being the value it has in F-l. 
Hence the theorem is proved. 

The theorem can be extended at once to an infinite series Fl9F2, ... 
of non-homogeneous polynomials since they can all be made homo
geneous by introducing a variable x0 of homogeneity. 

The following is an immediate consequence of the theorem : 
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Any module of polynomials has a basis consisting of a finite number 
of members. 

To prove this it is only necessary to show that a complete linearly 
independent set of members of any module can be arranged in a definite 
order in an infinite series. If I is the lowest degree of any member we 
can first take any complete linearly independent set of members of 
degree Z, then any complete set of members of degree I + 1 whose terms 
of degree 1+ 1 are linearly independent, then a similar set of members 
of degree 1+2, and so on. In this way a complete linearly independent 
set of members is obtained in a definite order. It does not matter in 
what order the members of a set are taken, nor is it necessary to know 
how to find the members of a set. It is sufficient to know that there 
is a definite finite number of members belonging to each set. 

38, The //-module equivalent to a given module. 
Consider a complete linearly independent set of members of a given 
module M, not an if-module, arranged in a series in the order described 
above ; and make all the members homogeneous by introducing a new 
variable x0. We then have a series of homogeneous polynomials 
belonging to an ZT-module MQ, whose basis consists of a finite number 
of members of the series. The module M0 is called the H-module 
equivalent to M, and a basis of M obtained from any basis of M0 by 
putting #0 = 1 is called an E-basis of M. The distinctive property of an 
if-basis {F1, F2, ..., Fk) of M is that any member F of i f can be put 
in the form A1F1 + A2F2+ ... + AkFk where AtFi ( i = l , 2, ..., k) is not 
of greater degree than F. Every module has an E-basis, which may 
necessarily consist of more members than would suffice for a basis in 
general. 

The following relations exist between M and its equivalent H-
module if0: (i) to any member F of M corresponds a member F0 of M0 

of the same degree as F, and an infinity of members x0
pF0 of higher 

degree; (ii) to any member F0 of M0 corresponds one and only 
one member of M, viz. (F0)Xo=i; (iii) there is a one-one correspondence 
between the members of M0 of degree / and the members of M of 
degree ^ /. 

If x0F0 = 0 mod M0, then (F0)Xo=1 - 0 mod M, and F0 = 0 mod M, 
by (i), i.e. there is no member %0F0 of M0 such thati^0 is not a member 
of M0, and iJf0/(#o) =M0. Conversely an H-module M in n variables 
xu e£2, ...', xn is equivalent to the module MXn=i if M/(a;n) = Mi and not 
otherwise. 
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In any basis (Fu F2, ..., Fk) of an ZT-module in which no member 
is irrelevant, i.e. no Ft = 0 mod (Fu ..., i^_i, Fi+1, ..., Fk), the number 
of members of each degree is fixed; as can be easily seen by arranging 
Fly F2, ..•, Fk in order of degree. Hence in any H-basis of a module 
in which no member is irrelevant the number of members of each degree 
is fixed. On account of this and the other properties of an TiT-basis 
mentioned above an iiP-basis gives a simpler and clearer representation 
of a module than a basis which is not an iST-basis. 

Example. Find an i^-basis of the module (x1
2,x2 + x1x3). 

Take the iJT-module (#i2, x2x0 + x^x^) and solve the equation 
x0X0 = 0 mod (^!2, x2x0 + xY%3), 

or x0X0 = ®\X\ + (̂ 2^0 + ®\Mz) X2. 
Putting x0-0 we have 

(x1
2X1 + x1x3X2)Xo=o = 0, 

i.e. JTi = #3 JT, Jf2 = — x\ X, when #0 = 0, 
i.e. X1 = x3X+x0Y1, X2 = -X1X+X0Y2. 
Hence 

x0X0 = x* (x3X + x0 Fi) + (#2^o + #i#3) ( - ^ + ^ 0 F2) 

= ^ 0 (^x2 Y*! - # 1 # 2 - 3 ^ + #2^0 + #1 #3 F 2 ) , 

i.e. JT0 = 0 mod (x*, #i#2> #2#o + ^1^3)-
Again, if we solve the equation 

x0 Y0 = Q mod (xf, c V\X2) X2XQ ~T~ X\X3)i 

we find Y0=0 mod (x^, x1x2, x2
2, x2x0 + xYx3); 

and if we solve 
x0Zo = 0 mod {x? , X\X2) X2 j X2XQ -r X\X3Jy 

we find ^0 = 0 mod (^2, ^ ^ 2̂2? #2#o + x1x3). 
Hence {x?, xlx2i x2\ x2x0 + x1x3) is the iZ-module equivalent 

to (x2, x2 + x1x3), and (x^ x\x2y x2, x2 +xxx3) is an i/-basis of 
\X\ , X2 ~r X\X3J. 

The extra members X\tt2y x2 m i .ffht of course have been found 
more quickly by multiplying x2 + xxx3 first by xY and then by x2. The 
method given is a general one. 

39. Lasker's Theorem (L, p. 51). Any given module M is 
the L.C.M. of a finite number of primary modules. 

Let M be of rank r. Express its first complete partial zj-resolvent 
/V""1* in irreducible factors, viz. 

Bu^=B1
nhB2

m^..Ej
mi; 
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and let ft, ft, .., ft denote the irreducible spreads, of dimensions 
n - r, corresponding to B1, R2, . • •, Rj respectively. 

Consider the whole aggregate Mi of polynomials F for each of 
which there exists a polynomial F'9 not containing ft, such that 
FF' = 0 mod M. We shall prove first that Mi is a primary module 
whose spread is ft (i = 1, 2, ..., i) . 

Let i^i, i ^ be any two members of Mi. Then since i^ f<Y = 0 mod M, 
and F2F2 =0 mod Jf, where neither Fi nor i^ ' contains ft, we have 
(^ji^L+ -42JF

T
2)J

7
1
/
JPa

/ = 0mod ifcT, where F(F2 does not contain ft. 
Hence ^Iji^ + J.2i^2 belongs to the aggregate Mi9 i.e. ife/i is a module. 

Again, since FF'= 0 modM, F contains ft, and Mi contains ft. 
Now, if Fu is the complete ^-resolvent of M, 

(Fu)x=ulx1+...+unxn = 0 mod if, 
while (5iw*i)J.=«1a?1+...+«„«„ is the only factor of (Fu)x=Ulxl+...+unxn 
which contains G{. Hence (Eimi)x=UiXi+^+UnXn = 0 mod Mi. But the 
polynomial (Ri)iv^ulx1+...+unxn does not vanish identically (i.e. irre
spective of ul9 u29 ...,un) for any point outside ft (§21); hence Mi 
contains no point outside Gi9 i.e. ft is the spread of Mt. 

Lastly Mi is primary ; for if F"F'" = 0 mod Mi9 then 

F'F"F"' = 0mo&Mt 

where F' does not contain ft; hence, if F" does not contain ft, F'F" 
does not, and i'7'" = 0 mod Mi. Hence also if M" M'" contains Mu and 
M" does not contain ft, ibP" contains Mi. Thus i ^ is a primary 
module whose spread is ft. Also ilf contains Mi9 for every member of 
Mis a member of Mi. 

The module i!f/i(f4 does not contain ft ; for if M{ = (Fl9 F29..., .Ffc) 
and Fi, F2,..., f<V are polynomials not containing ft such that 

^ 2 ^ = 0 mod ilf (/ = 1,2,...,A), 
then FlF1'F*...F1s

,= 0modM (/= 1, 2,...,A). 
Hence F-IF2...F^ is a member of ifcZ/il̂  not containing ft; and 
therefore if/if^ cannot contain ft. 

Since i)f/iJ^ does not contain ft, (df/J^i, M\M29 ..., itf/i^) does 
not contain any of the spreads ft, ft, ..., ft. We can now prove 
that if <£ is any single member of (M/Ml9 M/M29 ..., MjMj) which 
does not contain any of the spreads ft, ft, ..., ft, then 

M=[Ml93f2,...,MJ9(M9 <>>)]. 
Since M contains [M\9 M29 ..., Mj9 (M9 <£)] it has only to be proved 
that the latter contains M, or that 

F= 0 mod [Ml9 M29 ..., Mj9 (M, <£)] requires F=Q mod M. 
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We have F=0 mod (AT, <£) =/<£ mod M=f^ mod Mi; 

but F= 0 mod Mi; therefore /<£ = 0 mod Miy and, since <£ does not 
contain Ch 

f=0moAMt = 0 mod[M19 M2, ..., M3\ 

Hencejfy = () mod [M,, 3/2 , ..., i ^ ] (ibT/ikf,,..., i¥/i)^) = 0modM{% 28), 
and F=f<f> modiV"= 0 modM. Hencei!T= [if1? M,, ...,Mh (M, <£)]. 

Now the spread of {My <£) is of dimensions <n- r, since <£ does not 
contain any spread of M of dimensions n - r. Hence the same process 
can be applied to (M, $) as to M; and we finally arrive at a module 
(M, <£, <j>\ ...) with no spread, which is the module (1). Hence 
M=[Ql9 Qo, ..., Qi] where Qu Q2i ..., Qk are all primary modules of 
ranks ^r. 

40. Comment on Lasker's Theorem. The above is in all 
essentials the remarkable proof given by Lasker of this fundamental 
theorem. He considers i?-modules only and makes use of homo
geneous coordinates, in consequence of which his enunciation of the 
theorem is not quite as simple as the one above. 

Any module among Qlf Q2, ..., Qk which is contained in the L.C.M. 

of all the rest is irrelevant and maybe omitted. It will be understood 
in writing M=[Q1, Q2, ..., Qk~\ that all irrelevant modules have been 
omitted. Those that remain will be called the relevant primary 
modules into which M resolves, and their spreads will be called the 
relevant spreads of M. A relevant spread which is not contained in 
another of higher dimensions is called an isolated spread and the 
corresponding module an isolated primary module of M. The other 
relevant spreads and modules are called imbedded spreads and modules 
of M. All the relevant spreads of M whether isolated or imbedded 
are unique. Also the isolated primary modules are unique, but the 
imbedded primary modules are to some extent indeterminate. 

A process by which Qlt Q2, ..., Qk can be theoretically obtained, 
without bringing in any irrelevant modules, is described in (M). The 
isolated spreads are found from the irreducible factors of the complete 
^-resolvent after rejecting all factors which give imbedded spreads. To 
these correspond unique primary modules of M which can be found. 
Let M{0) be their L.C.M. The isolated spreads of M/M® are the relevant 
spreads of M imbedded to the first degree. To these correspond 
indeterminate imbedded primary modules of M which are chosen as 
simply as possible. Although not uniquely determinate the L.C.M. 

of each one and M^ is unique, and the L.C.M. of them all and Ji(0) is 
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a unique module M(1). The isolated spreads of M/M{1) are the relevant 
spreads of M imbedded to the second degree ; and the L.C.M. of the 
corresponding (indeterminate) primary modules and M{1) is a unique 
module M(2). The process is continued until a module M{L) is obtained 
such that 3f/M{l) = (l), when there will be no more relevant primary 
modules to find. 

41. An unmixed module is usually understood to be one whose 
isolated irreducible spreads are all of the same dimensions; but it is 
clear from the above that this cannot be regarded as a satisfactory 
view. It should be defined as follows : 

Definition. An unmixed module is one whose relevant spreads, 
both isolated and imbedded, are all of the same dimensions; and a 
mixed module is one having at least two relevant spreads of different 
dimensions. 

An unmixed module cannot have any relevant imbedded spreads. 
A primary module is an unmixed module whose spread is 

irreducible. This cannot be taken as a definition because the meaning 
of unmixed depends on the meaning of primary. 

Condition that a module may be unmixed. In order that a module 
M of rank r may be unmixed it is necessary and sufficient that it 
should have no relevant spread of rank > r. This condition may be 
expressed by saying that cj>F=0 modilf requires F = Omoclilf where 
<j> is any polynomial involving xr+1, ..., xn only. For if Mcontains a 
relevant primary module of rank > r a <£ can be chosen wThich contains 
it, and an F which does not contain it but contains all the other 
relevant primary modules of ,M9 so that <£i^= 0 modM does not 
require F^OmodM; while if M contains no relevant primary 
module of rank > r there is no <f> containing a relevant spread of M 
and <l>F=0 mod M requires F= 0 mod Mj(<t>) = 0 mod M (§ 42). 

A primary module Q has a certain multiplicity (§68). To a given 
primary module QM of multiplicity JX corresponds a series of primary 
modules Q{1\ Q{2\ ..., Q^ of multiplicities 1, 2, ..., /x all having the 
same spread as Qifx) and such that Q{p) contains Q(p_1) and is contained 
in Q{p+1l Q^l) is the prime module determined by the spread of QM 
and is unique; but the intermediate modules Q{2), Q^\ ..., Q^'V are 
to a great extent indeterminate (M, p. 89). Thus Q®, Q®, ..., QM 
may be regarded as successive stages in constructing Q^\ Two 
primary modules ivith the same spread and the same multiplicity such 
that one contains the other must be the same module. 
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42. Deductions from Lasker's Theorem. A module of 
rank n resolves into simple (primary) modules of which it is the pro
duct (§25). 

If M' does not contain any relevant spread of M then MjM' = M. 
Let M\M' =M". Then since M'M" contains M, and M' does not 
contain any relevant spread of M, M" contains all the relevant 
primary modules into which M resolves, i.e. M" = M. 

It follows that if MjM' =j= M, M' must contain a relevant spread of M. 
Thus if a polynomial F exists such that (xx—a^)F, (x2—a2)F,. ..,(xn-an)F 
are all members of M, while F is not, M contains a relevant simple 
module whose spread is the point P(a1, a2, ..., an); for MJP^FM. 

Example. The module M = (x{\ x2
3, x± + x2

2 x± + xxx2x^ has a 
relevant simple module at the origin; for Xr[ X\ tZ'2 I S a member of 
M(i=l, 2, 3, 4), but x^x2

2 is not. The simplest corresponding im
bedded primary module, not contained in the L.C.M. of all the other 
relevant primary modules of M, is (x*, x2, xs, x4); cf. Ex. iii, § 17. 
This example shows that it is possible for a mixed module M to contain 
a relevant primary module of higher rank than the number of members 
in a basis of M. For the rank of (x*, x2, xs, x4) is 4. 

If M is an iZ-module not having a relevant simple module at the 
origin the variables can be subjected to such a linear homogeneous 
substitution that xn will not contain any relevant spread of M, and we 
shall then have M/(xny= M, and M will be equivalent to MXn=\ (§ 38). 
Thus the only condition (remaining permanent under a linear substitu
tion) that an H-module M may be equivalent to the module MXn=\ is 
that M should not contain a relevant simple module. 

A simple i^-module M is not equivalent to MXn=\; in fact MXn=i 
is in this case the module (1). 

If M' contains any relevant spread of M then MjM' =¥M. Let 
J f = [ f t , Q2, . . . , f t j , and let M' contain the spread of ft. Then 
some power M,y of J f contains ft (§ 32), and QilM'y = (1). Hence the 
spread of ft is not a relevant spread of 

M/M'y ='[Q1IM'*, Q2jM'\ ..., ft/ilH, § 28 ; 

and consequently M/M'y =# M. Hence also M\M' 4= M; for if M/M' = M 
then M/M* = M. 

It follows that if M/M' — M then M' does not contain any relevant 
spread of M. If M0 is the iZ-module equivalent to M we know that 
3I0/(x0) = MQ (§38); hence x0 does not contain any relevant spread 
of MQ, i.e. no module has a relevant spread at infinity. 
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If M, M' are any tivo modules such that M resolves into isolated 
primary modules only, viz. ft., ft, ..., ft, and (M, M') into primary 
modules ft', Qi,..., ft', of which Qi, Qi, ..., ft' have the same spreads 
asft, Q2, ..., ft respectively, tlien 

if/ifWft/ft^ft/ft^--,ft/ft']-
The spread of {M, i f ) is contained in the spread of M; and it is 

to be understood that if (if, M') does not contain the spread of ft, then 
ft' = (l). The spreads of Q'k+li ..., ft' are contained in those of 
ft? ft> ••• j ft> but do not contain any of the latter. Now we have 

M/M' = Mj(My M') = [ft, ft,..., ft]/[ft', ft',..., ft']. 

Hence the theorem follows, by the second part of § 28, provided 

ft/[ft', ft',-, ft'] = ft/ft'. 
This is true; for ft/ft' contains ft/[ft', Qi, •••, ft'], since [Qi, ft', ...,ft'] 
contains Qi, and, for a similar reason, Qi/[Qi, Q2, ...,'ft'] contains 
ft/ft'ft'-ft' or ft/Qi. 

4 3 . If a module M of rank r is regarded as a module M^ in s 
variables x±, x2, ...,xs, while xs+1, ...,xn are regarded as parameters ; 
and if F{s) is a whole member of M{s), that is, a whole function of the 
parameters as well as of the variables, then F{s\ regarded as a poly
nomial in x1} x2, :•.., xn, contains all the relevant primary modules of M 
of rank %s; and conversely, any polynomial which contains all these 
primary modules is a member of M{s). The most important case is that 
in which s = r. 

In other words, to treat a module i f as a module in s variables has 
the sole effect of eliminating all the primary modules of M of rank > s ; 
and when s < r it reduces M to the module (1). 

Let M = (Fl9 F2, ..., Fk); then F® = A1F1 + A2F2 + ... + AkFk, 
where Al} A2, ..., Ak are whole functions of x1, x2, ..., xs and rational 
functions of xs+1, ..., xn, with a common denominator D(s). Hence 
j)®]?® _ Q moc[ j ^ a n ( j p(s) contains all the primary modules of M of 
rank ^ s, since D{s) does not contain any of their spreads. 

Conversely, \i F^ contains all the primary modules of i f of rank ^ s, 
and D{s), a whole function of xs+1, ..., xn only, contains all the primary 
modules of i f of rank > s, then D^F^ = 0 mod M, and F^ = 0 mod M<s>, 
since D(s) in respect to if(6) does not involve the variables. 

The module M[r) resolves into simple modules, any primary module 
of M of rank r and order d contributing d simple modules to M^r\ 
By finding these simple modules we are able to find the primary 
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modules of M of rank r; and this completely resolves M if 31 is 
unmixed. 

44 . If M is a module of rank r < n and no-one of the modules M, 
(Irl, Xn — Ctn)i \vl) Xn-i — dn-\ , Xn — an), . . . \Jy±, Xr+2 ~ (%r+2 J • • «5 *%n ~ ^n) CO?l-

tains a relevant simple module (ar+2, ..., an having non-special values) 
then 31 is unmixed. In the contrary case M is mixed. 

This theorem will be used later for proving that certain modules 
are unmixed. We shall prove first that if M is mixed and does not 
contain a relevant simple module then (M, xn — an) is mixed. Let 
M' be the prime module determined by a relevant spread of M of 
rank > r and < n, since M is mixed and has no relevant spread of rank n. 
To prove that (31, X>)i ~~m t v j j , ) is mixed it is sufficient to show that 

, X/)i ^"\% 

) contains a relevant spread of (M, 
Suppose this is not the case ; then (§ 42) 

(M, xn - an)l(M\ xn - an) = (M, xn - an), 

i.e. (M, xn - an)/M' = (M, xn - an), 
and therefore MjM' contains (M} xn - an). Let F be any member of 
MjM' and (F1} F2, ..., I\) a basis ofM; then 

F= A^ + ... + AkFk mod {xn - an), 

i.e. Fxn=an = (AlF1 + ... + AkFk)Xn=an. 
Here we may regard an as a parameter replacing xn. Hence i^is a 
member of Mregarded as a module in n-1 variables, and therefore 
contains all the primary modules of M of rank ^w —1 (§43); i.e. 
F= 0 mod M. Hence MjM' contains 31, which is not true. It follows 
that (31, xn — an) is mixed in general, i.e. if an has a non-special value. 
By the same reasoning, if {31, X/)i ~* a^ ) does not contain a relevant 
simple module, (M, xn-j - an-lt xn - an) is mixed, and so on. Finally if 
(AT, xr+2 - ar+2, ... ,xn — an) is mixed it must contain a relevant simple 
module since it is of rank n — 1. Hence if 31 is mixed one of the above 
modules contains a relevant simple module. It follows that if no-one 
of the modules contains a relevant simple module, then 31 is unmixed. 

Conversely if one of the above modules contains a relevant simple 
module (or more generally if one is mixed) then 31 is mixed. Suppose 
for instance that (31, xn-an) is mixed. Then since (M, xn — an) is of 
rank r + 1 it has a relevant spread of rank ^ r + 2. Hence there is a 
whole function <£ of xr+1, .,., xn_j only containing this spread, and 
a polynomial i^in x1, x2, ..., xn such that 

4>F= 0 mod (M, xn - an), while F* 0 mod (31, xn - an). 
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Let (JFj, F2, ..., Fk) be a basis of M. Then 

^ = A1F1 + ... + J . ^ mod (#w - an), 
where we may assume that F, <f>, Al9 ..., Ak are whole functions of an 

as well as of Puttin 2' X^i — Cl)i, 

In this we can replace an by xn, and we then have 

(4>F)an=*n = 0 mod M. 
But <j>an=ccn is a whole function of #r+1,..., xn only, and Fan=xn * 0 mod i!/, 
since jP=i= 0 mod (M, X^i &)i ). Hence M is mixed. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 

If M is unmixed all the modules are unmixed; nevertheless if 
ar+2,..., an have special values, some of the modules may be mixed not-
withstanding that M is unmixed. 

Example. The module 

M= (u0U4 - UiU3, Ui - U0
2U3, U3 — UYU4, Ui2U4 - U0U3) 

is prime and of rank 2 (its spread being given by y0 = ~ = j-f = -* J 

while the module (M, c4u0 + c3uY + cYu3 + c0w4) is of rank 3 and mixed. 
For the latter has u0F, uLF, u3F, u4F &s members, where 

F= c4u? + c3u0u3 + c&iiii + c0u3
2 4= 0 mod (M, c4u0 + c$ix + cxu3 + c0u4). 

Hence i{u0}ul9 u3, u4 are linear functions oix1,x2, 3̂> #4 and (au a2,a3, a4) 
their common point, the module (31, x4 a4 ) is mixed notwithstanding 
that M is unmixed (cf. § 89, end). 

45 . If M contains a relevant simple module at the point (a1,a2,..., an) 
then (M, xn — an) contains a relevant simple module at the same point. 

Let u, u, u",... be linear functions of xu x2, ...,xn containing the 
point (au a2, ..., an) and no other relevant spread of 31. Suppose that 
(M} xn-an) does not contain a relevant simple module at (al9 a2,..., #n); 
then it may be assumed that (31, u), (31, u), (31 u"),... do not either. 
Let F be a polynomial such that uF— 0 mod 31 and F=t 0 mod M. 

Then uF= 0 mod (31, u'), 

therefore F= 0 mod (M, u') = u'F' mod 31, 

therefore uu'F' = 0 mod 31= 0 mod (31, u"), 

therefore F' = 0 mod (M, u') = u'F"mod 31, 

and F= u'u'F" mod 31. 

Similarly F= u'u".. .u{l)F{t) mod 31. 
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Now I can be chosen so great that u'u"...u® contains the relevant 
simple module of M at (al5 a2, ..., an); and since F contains all the 
other relevant primary modules of M we have F— 0 mod M, which is 
not true. Hence (31, xn — an) does contain a relevant simple module 
at the point (aua2, ..., an). 

46. The Hilbert-Netto Theorem (H1} Ne). If M' is any 
module containing the spread of a given module M some finite power of 
31' contains M. 

For M' contains all the relevant spreads of M and some finite 
power of 31' contains all the relevant primary modules of iHf(§ 32) and 
therefore contains 31. 

The theorem is proved in (Ne) for the case of two variables and in 
(Hx) for the general case. 

47 . Definition. A module of rank r having a basis consisting of 
r members only is called a module of the principal class (Kr, p. 80). 
Hence a module (Fu F2y • .., Fr) of rank r is of the principal class. 

It is possible for the resultant of a module of the principal class to 
vanish identically. An example is given at the end of § 12. 

The ^-module equivalent to a given module of the principal class 
is not necessarily of the principal class, e.g. the ^T-module equivalent 
to (x^, x2 + CC-LXZ) has four members in its basis (x*, x1x2, x2

2, x2x0 + xxx^), 
§38. 

A proper module is of rank ^ n and > 1. 
A proper module with a basis consisting of r members is of rank ^ r 

(cf. ex. § 42).; for the module contains some point P in the finite region 
and a spread of dimensions n- r at least through any such point. 
Nevertheless a module with a basis of two or more members may be 
the non-proper module (1); e.g. (F, 1 + F) = (1). 

The unit module is sometimes said to be of rank n + 1; but it 
is better to say that it is without rank, and that no module is of 
rank > n. In the absolute theory a module can be of rank n+1. 

If (F1} F2, ..., Fr) is of rank r it does not necessarily follow that 
(F2, F3, ..., Fr) is of rank r- 1. Thus (/, f +ff,f2 +ff2) is the same 
as (ff , /2), and can be of rank 3, while (f +ff,f2 +ff2) contains (1 + / ) 
and is of rank 1. If however the series Fl9 F2, ..., Fr is suitably 
modified beforehand (§ 37) then (F8+1, ...,Fr) will be of rank r-s 
if (Fu F2, ..., Fr) is of rank r. It will be sufficient to prove that 
(F2 + a2Fu Fs + asFj, ..., Fr + arF^) is of rank r—\ when a2,a3, ..., ar 
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are (at first) undetermined constants. If it is of rank s<r-l then 
the module (<£1} <£2, ... , <t>8) is of rank s, where 

<t>;, = K-2 (F2 + a2F1) + A,3 (F3 + a3F1)+...+ K (Fr + arFJ 

= hftFi + K2F2+ ••• + KrFr 

(Kl = ^2^2 + K^3 + • • • + K'Ctr, i=h 2, . . . , s), 

and the Â  are all arbitrary constants. We may regard the s relations 
Afc = Ai2a2+ ••• + Kr<*>r as determining the s constants a2,a3, ..., as+u 

leaving at least ar(s + 1 ^r-l) quite arbitrary, whatever the values of 
the Xij are. Now some spread of (c£1} <£2, •••, <t>s) of rank s is a spread 
of {F2 + a2FY, ...,Fr + arF-i) and is contained in Fr + arF1} and therefore 
in Fi (since ar is independent of the A0), and in each of F2,F3,..., Fr. 
This would make (Fl9 F2, ..., i^.) of rank s, which is not the case. 

U n m i x e d M o d u l e s 

4 8 . A useful test as to whether a given module is mixed or 
unmixed is proved in § 44. 

T h e o r e m . A module of the principal class is unmixed. Lasker 
proves this for if-modules (L, p. 58). The following is a general proof. 

I t is clear that any module of rank n is unmixed, since it resolves 
into primary modules which are all of rank n. Also a module of the 
principal class of rank 1 is unmixed. Hence the theorem is true for 
two variables, since in this case the module can only be of rank 1 or 2. 
We shall assume the theorem true for n—1 variables and prove it for 
n variables. We also assume that the members of the basis have been 
modified if necessary so that, when (Flt F2, . . . , Fr) is of rank r, 
(F2,FS,..., Fr) is of rank r- 1 (§ 47). 

We prove first that a module M= (Fl9 F2, •••, F^) of rank 
r < n cannot contain any relevant simple module by showing that 
(#« — cn) F=Q mod M requires F=Q mod M no matter what value, 
special or otherwise, cn may have. 

Let (xn - cn) F= X,F, + X2F2 + ... + XrFr; 

then (X1F1 + X2F2+ ...+XrFrjXn=Cn = 0, 

and (X-LF^C* = 0 mod (F2, F3, ..., Fr)Xn=Cn. 

But (F2i F3, ..., Fr)xn=cn is a module of rank r—1 in n-1 variables, 
so that (by the assumption) all its relevant spreads are of rank r — 1, 
and (F^)Xn=Cn does not contain any of them. Hence 

(^i)*«=*» = 0 mod (F2, F3, ..., Fr)Xn=Cn, 

i.e. X1 = XuF2 + XlsF3+...+JTlrFr + (zn-cn) F 2 . 
M. 4 
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Substituting this value for X1 in the equation 

• {X.F, + X2F2+...+ XrFr)Xn=Cn = 0, 

we have {(X2 + X12FJ F2+...+ (Xr + XlrF1) Fr}Xn=Cn = 0. 

Hence, by the same reasoning as before, 

X2 + X12F, = X2BFS + ... + X2rFr + (xn - cn) Y2, 

X3 + X1SF1 + X23F2 = XMF4+...+ XBrFr + (xn - cn) Ys, 

Xr + XlrF1 + X2rF2 + ... + Xr-ltVFr-i = (#w - cw) Yr. 
Multiplying these equations by Fl9 F2, ..., Fr and adding we have 

X,F, + X2F2 +...+ XrFr = (xn - cn) (Y,F, + Y2F2+...+ YrFr), 
all the terms %XijFiFj(i <j) cancelling from both sides. It follows 
that 

F= Y1F1 + YaF2 + ... + YrFr = 0 mod M, 

and that (FlyF2i ...,Fr) does not contain any relevant simple module. 
Now if (Fu F2, ..., F,) were mixed then for some value of s^ r + 2 

the module (Fu ..., Fr, xs~as, ...,xn — an) would contain a relevant 
simple module (§ 44); but it does not, because it is. of the principal 
class. Hence (Fl9 F2, .., F,) is unmixed. 

49. Deductions from the theorem. A basis (Fl9 F2,..., Fr) 
of a module M of the principal class of rank r is an H-basis of M or 
not, and an H-basis of M^ or not, according as the H-module determined 
by the terms of highest degree in Fl9 F2, ..., Fr is of rank r or not. 

Let M0 be the ^T-module in xly x2,..., xn, x0 corresponding to the basis 
(Fl9 F2, ..., Fr), so that (Mo)X9=o is the ZT-module mentioned in the 
enunciation. Let (M0)Xo=o be of rank r. Then it follows by the same 
reasoning as in the theorem that x0F0 = 0 mod M0 requires F0=0 mod 3I0. 
Hence M0 is equivalent to 31 (§ 38), i.e. (Fl9 F2, ..., Fr) is an ZT-basis 
of M. It is also an iZ-basis of M^r\ This follows in the same way by 
considering the ^-module M0

{r) in x1, x2, ..., xr, xQ corresponding to 
(Fly F2,..., F,) regarded as a basis of 3PX The module (ili"0

(r)k=o is 
a simple iZ-module not involving 

If on the contrary (3I0)Xo=o is not of rank r it is of rank < r, and x0 

contains a relevant spread of M0 of rank ^ r, so that M0/(a;0) 4= 3f0 and M0 

is not equivalent to 31 (§ 38). Hence (Fu F2,..., Fr) is not an if-basis 
ofiforofiJf(r>. 

If (Flf F2, ..., Fk) is an H-basis of a module of rank r the iZ-module 
determined by the terms of highest degree in F1,F2, ..., Fk is of rank r. 
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But the converse is not true in general when h> r; i.e. if the module 
determined by the terms of highest degree in F1} F2, ..., Fk is of the 
same rank r as the module (Fl9 F2) ..., Fk) the basis (Fl9 F2)..., Fk) is 
not in general an ^T-basis when k > r. 

50. Any power of a module of the principal class is unmixed. 

Let the module be M=(Flt F2, ..., Fr) of rank r. The spread of 
My is the same as the spread of M. Hence it will be sufficient to show 
that AF= 0 mod My requires F= 0 mod My provided A does not 
contain any relevant spread of M. When y = 2 we have 

^i^=0modilf2 j hence F=OmodM=A1F1+ ... +ArFry 

and A(<A1F1 + ... + ArFr) = 0 mod M2 = FXF® mod (F29...9 F,)\ 

where F^ = OmodM. 

Hence (AA1 - F®) Fl = 0 mod (F2}..., Fr), 

A A,- F® = o mod {F21 ..., .#.), 
J.J.1 = Omodi¥, and A^OmoiM. 

Similarly Ai = 0 mod if, and i^= ^ 1 ^ + ... +ArFr = Q mod iff2. 

Next suppose y = 3. Then since 
, 4 ^ = 0 mod ilkT3, 

i ^ 0 mod M2 = FXF^ + <£(2), 
where F® = 4 ^ + ... + ̂ - F , , and <£<2> = 0 mod (F2,..., i'7,.)2. 
Now J. (jfti™ + ̂ 2)) = 0 mod M2 = F1F® mod (F2i ..., FJ\ 
where i^(2) = 0 mod M2; 
hence (AF® - F®) F, = 0 mod {F2, ..., i^.)2, 

AZ™~i™-0mod( ,F 2 , . . . , F,)\ 
FU = 0modM2. 

Thus every coefficient At in JP(1) (= J . i i^+ ... + ArFr) is a member of 
M (as proved when y = 2), i.e. every coefficient of the terms of 
F= F1F

{1) + </>(2) furnished by F-^F® is a member of M\ and the same 
must therefore be true of the terms of F furnished by <£(2). Hence 

F = 0 mod M\ 

Similarly, if AF= 0 mod 3Iy, and the theorem is assumed true for 

My~l we have F=OmoiMy-1 = F1F^'^ + ^-1\ and can prove that 

every coefficient in F[y~2) and <£(V_1) is a member of M. Hence 

F=- 0 mod ifcTy. 
4—2 
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51. If M is a module of the principal class which resolves into 
prime modules the module whose members consist of all polynomials 
having a y'-point at every point of M is the module JSP. 

The theorem is true when y = 1. We shall prove it for My assuming 
it for My~\ Let M=(FUF2, ..., Fr) be of rank r and let F^ be any 
polynomial with a y-point at every point of M. 

Then FW = 0modMy-\ 

i.e. F(y) = 2APl)P2,...,PrF1
pF2

P2... Fr
lh\ wherep1+p2 + ... +pr = y-l. 

Take £1} £2, • ••, £H for the variables instead of x\, x2, ••••>®n, and move 
the origin to any point (%u x2i ..., xn) of M. Then F1 becomes 

i ^ i + ^i , . . . 3 4 + ^ ) = fi 
dF1 

OX-x 
. . .+ £ 

OXn 

and the terms of lowest degree in F(y are 

%Ar dx1. " oxnJ 6^+. .. +fc t '^JIY1' 

oxnJ 
where ApllPit ...fPr have their original values as functions of X\ , X2 j • • « j #?<#, . 

This last expression is of degree y - 1 in £1? £2,..., 4, and must vanish 
identically, since jF(y) has a y-point at every point of M. Now the 

. . . c 3-Fi r quantities £2 -— + 
j -pi 

+ fw—* ( i = l , 2, ..., /•) are either capable of 
0Xn 

taking any r values (£l5 ..., £n being undetermined quantities and 
x1,..., #w fixed quantities) or they are not. If they are, every APl,Pz>...tVr 

vanishes. If they are not, every determinant of the matrix 
dj\ d_F\ dj\ 
(JXi OX2 OXji 

dFr ZFr dFr 

oxx dx2 '" dxn 

vanishes, i.e. (xu x2, ..., xn) is a singular point of M (§ 29). Hence 
every APl,p2y...fPr vanishes for every non-singular point of M and is 
therefore a member of M (§ 22). Hence F(y) = 0 mod My, which proves 
the theorem. 

52 . Definition. The module whose basis consists of all the 
determinants of the matrix 

uu u,, ..., uk 

vu v2, ..., vk 
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where the elements u, v, w,... are polynomials, will be denoted by 

( thy *h, ••• , Uk\ 

This is only an extension of the notation (Fu F2, ..., FJs) for a 
module M. 

If Mi is a prime module of rank r, and I\, F2, ..., Fr any r 
members of Mi such that M= (F1} F2, ..., i^.) resolves into M2 and a 
second prime module Mi of rank r, then it may happen that Mi must 
have a certain fixed spread in common with Mx irrespective of the 
choice of Fl9 F2, ..., Fr. Such a spread (if any exists) must be 
a singular spread of Mx; but it does not necessarily follow from Mx 

having a singular spread that Mi must contain the spread ; it depends 
on the nature of the singularity. If Mi does not cut M\ in a fixed 
spread then Mi is unmixed, and is the module whose members consist of 
all polynomials having a y-point at every point of Mi. In the contrary 
case some power Mx

y of Mx will be mixed and will have the fixed spread 
in which Mi cuts it as a relevant imbedded spread, while polynomials 
F{y) having a y-point at every point of Mi, but not members of Mi, will 
exist. 

Example i. The square of the prime module MY determined by an 
irreducible curve in space of three dimensions having a triple* point, 
the tangents at which do not lie in one plane, is mixed; and there is 
consequently a surface having a 2-point at every point of the curve 
which is not a member of M*. 

Thus if 
71T (*^\ J *^2j &'3 \ / , , 2 3 , 2 2 \ 

3±i = I 9 = [XiX» X2 , X2X$ Xi , X% — Xi X2), 
\X2, Xs, XiJ 

the surface (x2xs — xff - {x2 — xYx^) (x-? - Xi2x2), after removal of the 
factor Xi, will have a 2-point at every point of MY, but is not a 
member of Mi ; for the surface has only a 3-point at the origin, 
whereas every member of M-c has a 4-point. 

/ux, u2, u3, u4\ 
Example ii. If Mi = ( vu v2, vs, v4 J = (Flt F2, F3, F4), 

V#i, w2, tv3, wj 

* A triple point is not a 3-point. The general member of Mx has only a 
2-point at the triple point of the curve. 

It is evident that the module whose members consist of all polynomials having 
a 7-point at every point of a given irreducible spread is primary and unmixed. 
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where each u, v, iv is a homogeneous linear function of xu x2y %*> x±> 
MY being a prime module of rank 2, we have 

uY F1 + u2F2 + u3F3 + ihF4 = 0, 
and two other similar identities. From these we can find the continued 
ratio x1: x2: x3: x4 as the ratio of four members of M* by expressing 
each u, v, w in fall. The common factor of these four members is a 
polynomial of degree 8 having a 3-point at every point of Mu but not 
a member of Mf. In this example M-? is mixed while M? is unmixed. 

53. Theorem . The module with a basis of r rows and k columns 

M=\ 

fuu u2, . . . , uky 

wl9 w2, . 

is of rank %k-r +1(0 <k-r+l^ n), and if of rank k-r+lis unmixed. 
Also if DPl,P.2t...,2Dr denotes the determinant formed by the pith, 

p2\ •••, pr
th columns of the basis, the general solution of the equation 

^•Dpltp2t...ipr3rPltp2t...tpr = 0 (pi, p2) ...,pr=l, 2, ..., k) 
p=Jc p = k 

p—\ p=l 

where Up1,...,pr,p,Vrp1,...,2)r,p> ... are arbitrary polynomials subject ivith 
the unknowns ^rpltp2,...,pr to the same law of signs as the determinants 

)Pr, viz. each -^p1,p2t...,pr} Upl,p2,...,vr,vi ••• changes in sign (but not 
in magnitude) for each interchange of any pair of suffixes pY, ..., pr, p. 

These two theorems will be proved together by a double process of 
induction. Assuming both theorems for r—1 rows and k-\ columns, 
and also for r rows and k - 1 columns, we prove both theorems for r rows 
and k columns. Both theorems have been proved for r = 1 in § 48. 

It is understood that M is a proper module, i.e. the determinants 
of its basis all vanish for some point whose coordinates are finite, but 
do not all vanish identically. After proving that M is of rank 
^ k - r + 1 w7e assume that if M is of rank k — r+1 the module 

/u2 + a2u1} u3 + a3uu ..., uk-hakih\ 
[v2 + a2v1} v3 + a3vu..., vk + akV!j 

where a2, a3j ..., ak are suitably chosen constants or polynomials, is of 
rank k-r. This can be proved in a similar way to the corresponding 
property in § 47. We shall also suppose the matrix to have been so 
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modified beforehand that if the first s ^ k — r columns are removed the 
rank diminishes by s. It can be shown that the second part of the 
theorem is true before modification if it is true after. The same is 
true of the first part of the theorem, since the modification of the basis 
does not alter the module. 

The general proof will be sufficiently indicated if we suppose M to 
have 3 rows and 5 columns. Then 

/Ux U2 U3 U4 U5\ 

M= I Vi v2 v3 v4 v5 J 
W i W2 W3 W4 wj 

and we assume both parts of the theorem for the module 

/ u2 u3 w± 
Mx = l v2 v3 v4 

\tv2 w3 w4 

and also for M{=(U* Us U 

\ « 2 ^3 ^4 

If A, By C are the determinants of the matrix formed by the last 
two columns of the basis of M, we have 

Atii + Bvi + Gwi = DU5 (i = l9 2, 3, 4, 5). 
Giving to i the values pl9 p2, p3 and solving for C (or D45) we have 

-^4o^PiP2p3 = -LSp2p3 -Dp^b + -DpsPi DpztB + -LSPiPz ^ 3 4 5 J 

where Dr,V9 denotes the determinant Pl P2 \. This shows that 
I Vpi Vp* I 

every determinant DPlp2P.3 when multiplied by D45 is of the form 
-^1^145 + ̂ 2-^245 + JC3D345. Hence if there is a point of the module 
i¥~fbr which D45 does not vanish the module must have a spread of 
rank ^ 3 (or k - r + 1) through that point. If however D45 contains the 
whole of the spread of Mwe move the origin to a point of the spread 
and modify the last row of the basis by the other rows so as to make 
the constant terms in the elements of the last row all zero. After 
doing this we change u4, u5) v±, v5 in the first two rows only to u4 + a, 
u5 + b, v4 + c, v5 + d, where a, b, c, d are constants. We thus get a new 
module containing the origin such that the new D45 does not contain 
the origin. This new module has a spread of rank ^ 3 through the 
origin; and since this is true for general values of a, b, c, dy it is still 
true when we put a = b = c = d= 0; for no diminution in the dimensions 
of the spread through the origin, i.e. no increase in the rank, could be 
produced by giving special values to a, b, c, d. Hence M is of rank ^ 3; 
and we have to prove that M is unmixed if its rank is 3. 
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Consider the equation S Z ^ ^ Jf^l2,2p3 = 0 in which we suppose 
Pi<P-2<Ps, so that each term occurs once and once only. Multiplying 
by As we have 

2, \JJp2p3 jJpitf + J^p3P! A>245 + J-SpiVz -UpsiS) -^-PiPiPs = V' 

In this the terms containing A 45 are obtained by putting pY = 1 and 
giving p2, 2h the values (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 5), 
VIZ. Z) 1 4 5 (Z>23 JT123 + -^24-^124 + ^ 5 - ^ 1 2 5 + A 4 ^ 1 3 4 + D 35X^5 + D45JL145), 

and this is a member of (Z>245, A 45) and therefore of Mx. But ilfj is 
unmixed and of rank 2, and .A 45 does not contain any of its relevant 
spreads; for if, after modification of the last two columns of MY by the 
first two, D145 contains a relevant spread of M1 then every Aj?2p3 

contains the same spread, and consequently M contains the spread 
and is of rank 2, which is contrary to the data. Hence 

2 A > 2 P 3 Xip2p3 = 0 mod MY 

= A s 4 ^ 2 3 4 + 2>286 ^ 2 3 5 + A 45 ^ 2 4 5 + A 4 5 T F ' 3 4 5 

= ( A 4 ^2 + A 2 W3 + A s W4) 1^234 + . . . 

= As (>4 TF'234 + w5 W'2S5) + ... 

= 2 A ^ 3 ( ^ 3 p 3 2 ^ 2 + W'1HV.iZii\ + W'p^iWt + TT'pi^s^s); 

or 2 A>2Ps - ^ a p 3
 = ° 0 ^ < ̂ 3 = 2, 3, 4, 5), 

where -Xpap3 = ^ 1 ? ^ - 2 TT'^^p wp (p = 2, 3, 4, 5). 

The equation ^DPilh XpiVvi = 0 stands in the same relation to ilf/ 
as ^Dpxp,2v^PiPo)h = 0 to ili", and the general solution is 

Xp,v, = 2 U'PiP3p up + 2 V'Pap3pVp (p = 2, 3, 4, 5) 

which gives 

XlPtP3 = 2U'psPtpUp + 2 F ' p ^ p 0 P + 5W'p.2lHpWp (p = 2, 3, 4, 5). 
£> p p 

Substituting these values for Xip.2lh in the equation 

2 -Dp^ps A.plVipz = 0 

it becomes, after simplifying, 

A s 4 ( X 2 3 4 + ^ 2 3 4 1h + ^ 2 3 4 1h + ^ 2 3 4 ^ l ) + • • • = 0 , 

an equation in reference to MY of which the solution is 

-^234 = ~ U'2U Ml - F'234 *»! - W\u ^1 + 2 Z73Mp ««p + . . + . . (jt? = 2, 3, 4, 5) 

and similar expressions for JT233, X245, X345. If in these and the 
expressions found for XiP2lh we put 

— U <p.2p;ip = UpvPzpii — y PzPaP ~ YpiPtPli ~~ " P2JP3P = ™ PiPaPli 
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we have, for all values of pu po,2h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

1P2P3P UP + ^ T7^,P,p3p ^ + 2 WVllhlhv wp (p - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), 
P p P 

which proves the second part of the theorem for M. 

To prove the first part, that M is unmixed, it has to be shown that 
neither M nor (M, xs-as, ..., xn-an) can contain a relevant simple 
module, where s is any number ^ k - r + 3 (§ 44). Let 

(x1 - c2) J P = 0 mod (Jf, #g - as, ..., xn - an) 

= ^D.lhiP.ii...,prXp1)p.2t...fPr mod (xs - as, ..., xn - an). 

lhe i l (*-Dpi,2h,-,Pr *A-plrp2,..;PrJxi-c} = Xs-a8=... = xH-an = Q ~ 0. 

In putting &\ - d = #s - as = ... = xn ~ an = 0 in M the number of 
variables is diminished but the rank remains equal to k — r+ 1. Hence 

\^Pi>P2>»'*Pr)%i — Ci = ... = 0 = ( ^ Upu--.,pr,p %> + '•')xl-c1=... = 0 J 
P 

therefore 

= 2 UPu^Pr>pup+ ... + (a?!-d) FP l f^ Pr mod (#8-«, , ..., xn - an), 
p 

and 

(a?i - Ci) i^= (^ - Ci) 22>p„P3,...,P»- Ypx,p»-..,Pr m°d (#* - a*, • • •, ocn - an). 

Hence, since (as-as,..., xn-an) is a module of the principal class, and 
x\ — Ci does not contain its spread, 

F- ^DpXip2)...iPrYp,tp.2)...ipr = 0 mod (xs - as, ..., xn - an), 

and F= 0 mod (ill, #.\s. - as, ..., #M - an). 

Hence (1W, xs-as, ...,xn-an) cannot contain any relevant simple 
module, which proves the theorem. 
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Solution of Homogeneous Linear Equations 

54- Homogeneous linear equations with constants for coefficients. 
In a system of r independent equations with constant coefficients for Jc 
unknowns X1} X2, .-.yXu there are r independent solutions, where 
r + r' = k, and the general solution is expressible in terms of the r' 
solutions. The array of the coefficients of the r equations and the 
array of the / solutions together form a square array 

an a12. • <h& 

arl a>)<2 • • arjc 

bn * 1 2 ' . . & , * 

hv'i br'2 • .. br% 

and the general solution is Xi = ^b^ + ^2b2i + ... + /v^Vi (e = 1, 2,. . . , A), 
where fi1} /x2, .., /v are arbitrary quantities. 

The two arrays are called conjugate arrays ; but we shall find it 
more convenient to call them inverse arrays. Their principal properties ' 
are :—(i) the sum of the products of the elements in any rowT of one 
array with the elements in any row of the other array is zero ; (ii) the 
determinants of one array are proportional to the complementary deter
minants of the other array with a rule as regards sign; (iii) the 
determinant of the combined arrays is not zero if the elements are 
real. We shall not have occasion to use either (ii) or (iii) explicitly. 

Homogeneous linear equations with polynomials as coefficients 
(H, p. 483). Let there be r independent equations, viz. 

u1X1 + u2X2 + ... + iijcXjc = 0, 

v1X1 + v2 X2 -:-... + vk Xk - 0, etc. 

Then there is an array of solutions 

I / l l j Jl2i ••• ) Jlk 

. J21) .722) ••• > J2k 

Jlii Jilt -" , Jlk 
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whose elements are polynomials, such that the general solution is 

Xi = A1fli + A2f2i+...+Alfu (i = l, 2, ...,*) 
where Au A2, --,Ak are arbitrary polynomials. The rows of this 
array are not independent. 

The general case of r equations can be reduced to that of solving 
a single equation. Consider first the single equation 

F1X1 + F2X2+...+FkX, = 0. 
The conditions imposed by this equation on X1 are merely that it must 
be a member of the module (F29F3,..., F^KFJ. Let ( / n , / 2 i , ..., A ) 
be a basis of this module. Then the general solution for X± is 

X, = Ajfn + A2f2l + ... + Atfn. 
To each separate solution X^ =/jl there corresponds a solution 
fj2>fs&> —>fjk for X2, X8, ..., Xh, giving a row f^f^, .-.,/& of the 
array of solutions. The remaining solutions are those for which 
Xl = 0, when the equation reduces to 

X2F2+... + XkFk = 0. 
To each solution for X2=ff2 (j' = I' + 1, V + 2, ..., I") there corresponds 
a row 0,ff2,ff3, ...,-fj'jc of the array of solutions in which the first 
element is zero. Similarly there are rows in which the first two 
elements are zero, and so on. The method may give more rows 
altogether than are necessary. Any row of the array which can be 
modified by the other rows so as to become a row of zeros should be 
omitted. 

In the case of r equations we eliminate Xl9 X2, ..., Xr-l9 

obtaining Dlt2)...,rXr + JDlt2,...,r-i,r+iXr+l+ ... + Dit2,...,r-i,7sXjs = 0, and 
find the complete solution of this equation by the method just described. 
To each solution there is a unique set of values for Xi9 X2, ..., Xr-X 

which are in general polynomials. In an exceptional case the unknowns 
Xi, X2, ..., Xk may be subjected to a linear substitution beforehand. 

The principal case. The principal case is that in which the module 

( ux u2... uk\ 
v1 v2 ... vk J 

is of rank k-r + l. In this case it is seen from the equation in 
Xr, Xr+i9 ..., Xh above that Xk is a member of the module 

/ih u2...uk-1\ 
( V1 V2 . . . « ? * _ ! J 
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by § 53, and similarly for each unknown. The complete array of 
solutions is therefore obtained by putting any k-r-1 of the unknowns 
equal to zero and solving for the ratios of the remaining r + 1 unknowns. 

I * The —jf= — solutions found in this way are of the type 
\r + 1 \k — r — 1 J Jl 

JLPI = -Dp2,...,Pr+1, Xp2 = - •Dp^lh'-^r+V ''' ^-Pr+l = (~ ^ Dpi>P*->Pr> 

Xpr+2='--=^Pli = 0> 

wherepl9 p29 • ••, Pk is any permutation of 1, 2, ..., L 

Noether's Theorem 

55. Noether's " fundamental theorem in algebraic functions " (N) 
furnishes a remarkably direct method of testing whether a given 
polynomial is a member of a given module or not; but it only attains 
complete success in its application to a module of rank n. A variation 
of the method, depending on the same principle, can be applied 
successfully to any module known to be primary, when the equations 
to its spread in the form of § 21 have been found (M, p. 88). 

Noether proved that if f, <£ were any two given polynomials in 
two variables vO\, fct/2, without common factor, then the independent 
linear equations satisfied identically by the coefficients of the power 
products of A'f+ B'<f>> where A', B' are ordinary power 
series with undetermined coefficients, were finite and determinate ; 
and that any polynomial F whose coefficients satisfied all these 
identical equations, when the origin was taken successively at each 
point of (/, <£), was a member of (/, $). Thus the conditions which 
F has to satisfy in order to be a member of (/, <£) can be collected 
locally, so to speak, by going to each point of (/, <f>) to find them. 
On going to a point not in (/, <j>) we get no conditions, for at such 
a point every polynomial is of the form A'f+B'cf>. That the con
ditions are necessary is evident; for if jP=0mod(/ , <£) then F is 
of the form A'f+ B'(f> wherever the origin is taken. 

Konig (K, p. 385) proved the theorem for the case of a module 
(fa/*) •••,/w) of rank n in n variables; and Lasker generalized the 
theorem in the Lasker-Noether theorem given below. 

That the theorem is true for any module of rank n (not merely 
for a module of the principal class of rank n, the case proved by 
Konig) follows from the Hilbert-Netto and Lasker theorems. For, 
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by Lasker's theorem, the module is the L.CM. of a finite number 
of simple modules Ql9 Q29 .., Qi; and if y is the characteristic number 
of Qi = (fitA, ~-,fh) and the origin is taken at the point of Qi9 we 
have 

F=Plf + P2f,-f ... + Phfh (where Pl9 P29 ..., Ph are power series) 

Thus .F contains [Qu Q29 ..., Qi\ 

56. The Lasker-Noether Theorem (L, p. 95). If 

M = (Fl9F2,...9Fk) and F=P1F1 + P2F*+... + PkFk, 

ivhere Pl9 P29 ..., Pk are ordinary poiver series, there exists a poly
nomial (j> not containing the origin such that F<j> = 0 mod M. 

Let Ql9 Q2, ..., Qi be the relevant primary modules into which 
M resolves, and let Qlt Q2, ..., Qv be those which contain the origin, 
and Qv+l9 ..., Qi those which do not. Then, assuming the theorem 
to be true, it follows that 

F=0mod[Q1,Q%,...,Qf\, 

since (/> cannot contain the spread of any of the modules Ql9 Q2, ..., 
Qv. Conversely if i^=0 mod [Q1} Q2, . . . ,^ ]and <f> = 0mod[Ql>+1,..., Qt]9 

where <£ does not contain the origin, then F4> = 0 mod M. Hence the 
aggregate of all polynomials F which are of the form 

P1Fl + P2F2+...+ PkFk 

constitutes the module [Ql9 Q2, ..., Qv]. 

Definition. A module which resolves into primary modules all of 
which contain the origin, such as the module [Ql9 Q2i ..., Qv] above, 
will be called a Noetherian module. 

Thus a Noetherian module, like an iJ-module, ceases to be such 
in general when the origin is changed. Moreover an iZ-module is 
a particular kind of Noetherian module; for all the primary modules 
into which an iZ-module resolves are H-modules and contain the 
origin. 

In order that a polynomial F may be a member of a Noetherian 
module (Fl9 F29 ..., Fh) it is sufficient that F should be of the form 
P1F1 + PiF2+...+PhFh. 

Proof of the theorem. It is evident that the theorem is true for 
a module of rank n or dimensions 0 (§ 55). We shall prove the theorem 
for a module of dimensions n-r assuming it true for a module of 
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dimensions n-r-1. It will be sufficient to prove the theorem for 
a primary module Q which contains the origin ; for it is clear that it 
will then be true in general. 

Let Q = ( / i , / 2 , ..-,//0, and / = P i / i + i y 2 + ... +Phfh, 

where Pl9 P2, •••> A are power series. Let Qo = (fi,f2, ••-,/'/*') be 
the module whose members consist of all polynomials of the form 
of / , and QP the like module obtained by moving the origin to P 
(and then back to 0). Choose a point P so near to 0 as to come 
within the range of convergency of all the power series Pu P2, ..., Ph 

for each member// of the basis of Qo when expressed in the form of/. 
Then we have fl = 0 mod QP, i.e. Qo contains Qp. But it does not 
follow that Qp contains Qo however near P may be to 0 ; for 0 might 
be a special point of the spread of Q. We assume for the present 
that 0 is not a special point of the spread; and we choose P to be 
another point of the spread so near to 0 that QP contains Qo- Then 

Qo = QP-

Let u be a fixed arbitrarily chosen linear homogeneous polynomial, 
and / ' any member of Qo• Then 

/ ' = 0 mod Qo = 0 mod (Q, u)0. 
But (Q, u) is of n-r-1 dimensions; hence, assuming the general 
theorem as regards (Q, u), there exists a polynomial <£ not containing 0 
such that 

/'</> = 0 mod (Q, u) = pu mod Q, 

where £> is a polynomial. Hence, s i n c e / / , / ' , . . . , /V are members 

of Qo, 
//<& = ^ m o d Q (« = 1, 2, ..., A'); 

hence PiU = 0 mod Qo = 0 mod QP ; 

but u does not contain P, and - can be expanded as a power series 

when P is taken as origin ; hence 

Pi = 0 mod Qp = 0 mod Qo 

=pufi + Pi%f* + • • • + z W V • 

Hence 

fib = (Pufi +Pi*f2 + ••• +Pwfw)umod Q ( i - 1, 2, ..., Ab

solving these A' equations f o r / / , / ' , . . . , /V we have 

Z>// = 0modQ, 
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where 

&=. PnW-fa P12U -•• plh>U 
p21u. pwu-i>2 ••• Pwu 

Ph'lU PhfrU > Pvh>u-4>h' 

•(- l)*>i<£a... fa, mod u. 

Now u contains the origin, but ^ <£2, •••, fa and consequently D do 
no t ; i.e. D does not contain the spread of Q. Hence / / = 0mod Q. 
Hence Qo contains Q, i.e., Qo = Q> 

This has been proved for a non-special point 0 of Q. If 0 is a 
special point, choose P a non-special point of Q so near to 0 that Qo 
contains Qp. Then since Qp = Q we have again Qo = Q. 

The above proof only differs from the proof given by Lasker in the 
part relating to Qo = QP- In this part Lasker's proof seems to be 
faulty. 


